
Hagit Barkai Artist Statement 
  
My paintings, drawings, prints and photoperformances focus on demands addressed to the body in 
public and private spaces, exploring variety of responses to these demands. Dealing with successes and 
failures in performing conflicted roles and identities, my imagery often focuses on subtle awkwardness of 
the body when it is failing to perform as a body with a clear identity or purpose. I center on how bodies 
fail to settle in any image or concept that confine and regulate them and how visible discomforts can 
function as resistance to cultural, political and personal narratives.  Seeing the body as the prime 
location in which rights are given and removed and through which histories take place the subject 
matters of my paintings are bodily conditions that I see as negotiations with social and self employed 
norms. 
  
I often work with characters that repeat through various series. Many times, the characters are a 
reflection on a condition or situation while the series reflects on an overlaying context or question. For 
example, the series "Every Body Knows" questions borders between victimhood and victimizing. It 
consists of characters such as the Blindfolds, the Vomiters, the Middays and the Waiters. The images of 
these characters steam from real events at the basis of the political atmosphere in Israel-Palestine, such 
as unjustified detainments, public strip-searches, harassments, violence and tortures. 
  
In the series “In Difference” I collaborate with couples to explore the paradoxical fluctuation between 
wanting to be part of something and wanting to be separate, longing to be same and longing to be 
different. In this project, periodic interviews with different couples in a relationship result in 
performances that are documented and used as a base for paintings; In “Cross” I look into images of 
threats and potentials for their similarities rather than difference and use images of babies moments after 
birth, dying people in hospitals, and babies with deformities or trauma to the face, thus constructing a 
space that is inhabitant by lives that are not fully there anymore, lives that are not fully there yet and lives 
that are there but for one reason or another are not considered to be there. In "Home more and Less" I 
ask what are the prices of normalcy? What does normalcy look like in the home and what are its 
melancholies? In "Beside", I am shifting the gaze to bodies that are side characters, byproducts of a 
system or collateral damage; My more recent work "Commentaries" further develops characters such as 
the "Waiters" and "Vomiters" by exploring and commenting on their behavior out of their original 
contexts. The vertical composition with wide margins that are often written on directs a contemplative 
position of the viewer rather than explorative.  
  
I create my imagery and my source materials for the series through on-site photographic research and 
directing photoperformances and performacne Labs. I work with models, dancers, actors, performance 
artists and non professionals locally and internationally to create laboratories that investigate how the 
body moves while negotiating wants, needs, desires and longing with the process of performing self-
images. The places I work in, such as Tel Aviv, Israel, Aix En Provence, France, and Berlin, Germany, as 
well as Houston, Texas and Charlotte, NC, create a circle of locations in which my own conflicted 
identities reside and from which many of the themes in my work stem.  These themes are related 
to subtle efforts made to maintain dignity and self respect, and oscillate between victimizing and 
victimhood, acceptance and resistance, estrangement and belonging, home and exile, seeing, being 
seen, showing and hiding. 
  
The series "Access" which I am currently working on incorporates landscapes from borders in Jewish 
settlements in the West Bank in Palestine and checkpoints on the borders in the Israeli occupied 



territories in Palestine, in addition to source materials from the performance lab "Waiting for the 
Border’s Authority". In this project I codirected performance session with theatre and dance artist Mor 
Leedor, based in tel Aviv Israel. We created a method of working that takes visual, dramatic and textual 
elements to compose acts with conflicting meanings. For example text taken from a public discussion in 
the Knesset of Israel, acted as a private home scene and frozen into moments with stills with a wider 
echo of conflicts around borders in other countries. The composition that frames the series is evoked by 
the idea of a detached theatre, thus commenting from above through performance on the landscape of 
conflict. 
  
Following the aesthetics of acceptance and resistance, I am interested not only in ruptures in 
performances that constitute my visual imagery but in ruptures in the performative act of painting.  I use 
the body's resistance to being an image and its refusal to represent something other than itself as a 
guide to ask questions about the pictorial and representational aspect of painting itself and the 
painting's resistance to representations.  For example, what does it mean for a pictorial painting to 
present rather than represent? what does it mean for the surface to resist or accept its image much the 
same way that the bodies I paint resist performances that regulate their behavior? 
  
These questions direct compositional choices such as painting the body in a scale generally mirroring 
the scale of the viewer, painting spaces that echo the presentation spaces, or positioning the painting 
close to the floor. Recently my painting compositions are taking shape of a diary page, using text and 
commentaries. These theoretical investigations also affect my work at the level of installation: I explore 
approaches to exhibition and installation that interrupt the viewing of a painting as a “window to another 
space”, such as paintings with no frames, paintings hanging with visible hooks which draw attention to 
their production, frameless paintings suspended from the wall by metal arms, mirror reflections that 
incorporate the viewer and the painting in one composition, and paintings rotated around the viewer by 
live performers at an opening night.  These strategies allow me to experiment with the conventions of 
viewership and spectatorship, calling attention to the painting's presence as a performative object. 
  
  
	


